It is first proved that any uniformly continuous pseudo-ultrametric on a subspace of a non-Archimedean uniform space X has a uniformly continuous extension to X (which preserves total boundedness or separability). Then it is proved that every complete subspace of an ultrametrizable space X is a uniform retract of X. This has consequences concerning the extension of uniformly continuous functions.
Abstract.
It is first proved that any uniformly continuous pseudo-ultrametric on a subspace of a non-Archimedean uniform space X has a uniformly continuous extension to X (which preserves total boundedness or separability). Then it is proved that every complete subspace of an ultrametrizable space X is a uniform retract of X. This has consequences concerning the extension of uniformly continuous functions.
Isbell [6, Lemma 1.4] proved that every bounded uniformly continuous pseudometric p on a subspace of a uniform space X has an extension to a bounded uniformly continuous pseudometric on X. In this paper we consider the same problem when X is a non-Archimedean uniform space (see [7] for terminology) and p is a pseudoultrametric, i.e., p satisfies the strong triangle inequality p(x, y) :Smax{p(:x:, z), p(z, y)}. In this connection we mention that the topology of any Hausdorff space of small inductive dimension zero is defined by a non-Archimedean uniform structure. It is proved that, even if p is not bounded, it has an extension to a uniformly continuous pseudo-ultrametric on X. There is also interest [l], [2] , [5] in extending pseudometrics which are either totally bounded or separable, and we prove that if p has one of these properties, then it has a uniformly continuous extension which has the same property.
The above result is obtained as a simple corollary of a theorem which states that if p is a uniformly continuous pseudo-ultrametric on a subset 5 of a non-Archimedean uniform space X, then there is a uniformly continuous extension $>:X->S* of the canonical map d)'.S -»S* of 5 into its completion S* for p. We say that a subset 5 of a uniform space X is a uniform retract of X if there is a uniformly continuous function from X into S which extends the identity function on 5. Another corollary is that any complete subset of a pseudoultrametric space X is a uniform retract of X. This has implications concerning the extension of uniformly continuous functions. (5) since (x, y)EVn and yG F" (5) . Therefore, N(x)}in. Then for wè«, (y, fmiy)) EVmC.Vn, (x, y)EVn, and (x, fm(x))EVN(x)QV" and so (/«(*), fm(y)) E Vn.
Consequently, p(fm(x), fm(y)) < l/n and so p*($(*),*(y))ál/».
Case (iii). #(*) = N(y) = oo : For m ^ n, (x, fm(x))E Vm, (x, y) E Vn, (y,U(y))EVm, and so (fm(x),fm(y))EVn. As before, p*(<t>(x), *(y)) £l/n. Theorem 2. Let S be a subset of a non-Archimedean uniform space X and let p be a uniformly continuous pseudo-ultrametric on S. Then there is a uniformly continuous pseudo-ultrametric d on X which extends p.
Moreover, if S is either totally bounded or separable for p, then d can be chosen so that X has the same property for d.
Proof. Using the notation of Theorem 1, define d on XXX by d(x, y) =p*($(x), $(y)). Since <3? is uniformly continuous, so is d.
If S is totally bounded for p, then for each «^2, In is finite and {si\ iEIn] is (l/«)-dense in S for p. From the definition of i> it is easy to see that {s,| iEIn] is also (l/w)-dense in X for d. If 5 is separable for p, then each/" is countable and U",i }s¿|íG/b} is dense in 5 for p and therefore also in X for d. Theorem 3. Let S be a subspace of a non-Archimedean uniform space X and let p be a uniformly continuous pseudo-ultrametric on S making S complete. Then there is a function f'.X-*S which is uniformly continuous (for the given uniform structure on X and the uniform structure on S defined by p) and extends the identity function on S.
Proof. In this case <£: S-»S* is surjective. Define/:Ar->5 by choosing for each xEX an element/(x)G0_1(^>(^)) with/(s)=s if sES.
Then for all x, yG-X", Pif(x),f(y)) = p*(*(«), *(y)) = dix, y).
Since d is uniformly continuous, so is /. Corollary 1. Every complete subset of a pseudo-ultrametric space X is a uniform retract of X.
Corollary
2. Every uniformly continuous function from a complete subspace of a pseudo-ultrametric space X into a uniform space has a uniformly continuous extension to X.
3. Every uniformly continuous function from a subspace of a pseudo-ultrametric space X into a complete Hausdorff uniform space has a uniformly continuous extension to X.
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 2 and [3, Theorem 2, p. 190] by first extending to the completion of S, then extending to the completion of X, and finally restricting to X.2
